The requirements to more power and reliability within a grid system increase daily. Particular attention is considered for the availability of the substation. The “Recommendation of strategic and operational spare components” is an indispensable service designed to reveal weaknesses in case of a major failure which will lead to serious outages.

Customer advantage
Although the ABB gas-insulated switchgear (GIS) is a highly reliable equipment with minimal outage rates, a certain number of failures during the entire lifetime might occur. As a result of more complex grid configurations in the future and thus the impact on substation and component, failures cannot be ruled out completely. In a worst case scenario this could result in a total blackout. With possible financial and reputational losses for the customer.

Within our recommendation of strategic and operational spare components, we focus on critical parts, which could lead to an outage of the running system in case of a major failure. Due to customized installed GIS it is crucial to have such spare components on site to speed up repair and keep downtime as short as possible.

The most important question is not how often such failures occur in particular components, but how sensitive is the system to an unexpected long-term outage of a section. This information needs to be considered by owner of the substation and is the basis for any decision.

The importance of strategic spare components depends heavily on the redundancy in the system.

Strategic spare component
Strategic spare components are fully factory tested and can be used immediately for replacement of failed components. It is important to check configuration and variants of installed equipment to ensure one-to-one replacement.

Operational spare parts
Operational spare parts are in addition to strategic spare components and are needed to repair small failures. These kind of spare parts are typically on manufacturer’s stock.
GIS type ELK-04 (520 / 735) and ELK-03

**Recommended strategic spare component**
- Circuit breaker
- Operating mechanism
- Combined disconnect/earthing switch
- Fast acting earthing switch
- Busbar and other modules
- Support insulator
- Barrier insulator
- Voltage transformer
- Outdoor bushing, silicone type

**Recommended operational spare parts for**
- Operating mechanism
- Combined disconnect/earthing-switch
- Busbar and other modules

---

For more information please contact:

**ABB AG**
**Power Technologies**
P.O. Box 10 03 51
68128 Mannheim, Germany
Phone: +49 (0)621 381-3000
Fax: +49 (0)621 381-2645
E-Mail: powertech@de.abb.com
E-Mail: power.serviceteam@de.abb.com

www.abb.de/service

**Note:**
We reserve the right to make technical changes or modify the contents of this document without prior notice. With regard to purchase orders, the agreed particulars shall prevail.

ABB AG does not accept any responsibility whatsoever for potential errors or possible lack of information in this document.

We reserve all rights in this document and in the subject matter and illustrations contained therein. Any reproduction, disclosure to third parties or utilization of its contents - in whole or in parts - is forbidden without prior written consent of ABB AG.
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